PCPC.Scope?

- Only Construction Products (art. 2.1 & 2.3)
  - any product or kit which is produced and placed on the market for incorporation in a permanent manner in construction works or parts thereof and the performance of which has an effect on the performance of the construction works with respect to the basic requirements for construction works (buildings and civil engineering works);

- ALL Construction Products?

- CPR applicable to ALL construction products;
  - Quid PCPC?
    - Covered by an harmonised standard?;
    - Or Conform to an ETA (EAD)?;
    - Or Other!?
Art 10.3 & 6.3.e CPR / Art 10.1 764/2008:

- Information on national provisions (technical rules in 764) aimed at fulfilling basic requirements for construction works applicable for the intended use of each construction product (performance of essential characteristics);
- "intended use" means the intended use of the construction product as defined in the applicable harmonised technical specification;
- "essential characteristics" means those characteristics of the construction product which relate to the basic requirements for construction works;
- Harmonised standard and ETA ok;
- Quid construction products without harmonised technical specification?

>>PCP 764 /2008!